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Abstract

This study examined the solid state structure and oxygen barrier properties of copolyesters based on smectic poly(hexamethylene 4,4 0-

bibenzoate) (PHBB) and non-liquid crystalline poly(hexamethylene isophthalate) (PHI). The isophthalate content was varied from 10 to 75 mol%.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD), dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA), and atomic force

microscopy (AFM) were employed to characterize the polymers. The strong ordering tendency of 4,4 0-bibenzoate was demonstrated by the

persistence of ordered PHBB structures in copolymers with large amounts of the kinked isophthalate comonomer. Copolymers with up to

50 mol% isophthalate gave evidence of liquid crystalline (LC) character in the precursor melt. Copolymers with up to 75 mol% isophthalate

crystallized in the PHBB a-crystal form with only small perturbations of the unit cell. The copolymers provided insight into the low gas

permeability of LC polymers. Changes in both solubility and diffusivity contributed to the lower oxygen permeability of the smectic glass

compared to the amorphous glass. Smaller free volume hole size of the smectic glass gave rise to lower oxygen solubility and contributed to lower

diffusivity. The extended chain conformation in the smectic glass, which reduced the fraction of glycol units in gauche conformations, was a

second factor that contributed to lower diffusivity.

q 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Thermotropic liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs) have been

of interest as engineering plastics because of their low viscosity

and ease of orientation, their high-strength, and their high

barrier performance. The low gas permeability of LCPs

stems mainly from low solubility rather than from low

diffusivity [1–4]. Other studies reveal the LC glass to have

smaller free volume hole size than the amorphous glass [5,6]. If

gas solubility is viewed as the process of filling holes of excess

free volume, it follows that LC order leads to inherently low

gas solubility.

Copolymerization is widely used to extend the structure–

property spectrum of polymers in general. Copolymers in

which the amount of LC character can be systematically

changed are attractive for examining the role of LC character in
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achieving low gas permeability. This can be readily achieved

by copolymerization with a non-mesogenic unit. Of the many

possibilities, copolyesters based on 4,4 0-bibenzoate offer

several advantages. Bibenzoate readily undergoes polycon-

densation with a variety of diol spacers to form polyesters with

smectic order [7]. Moreover, a surprisingly large fraction of a

non-LC comonomer can be incorporated before LC behavior

is completely lost. For example, poly(ethylene terephthalate-

co-4,4 0-bibenzoate) with up to 65 mol% terephthalate retains

some LC-like behavior [8]. Finally, the polymers are tractable

and can be fabricated from the melt into films and fibers.

The bibenzoate polyesters often crystallize from the smectic

state. Recent studies of polyesters with 5-atom spacers,

specifically poly(pentamethylene 4,4 0-bibenzoate) (PP5BB)

and poly(diethylene glycol 4,4 0-bibenzoate) (PDEGBB)

found that oxygen transport properties supported a simple

two-phase model of impermeable crystallites dispersed in a

permeable smectic glass [9,10]. Due to the low crystallite

aspect ratio, crystallization only slightly increased the

tortuosity of the diffusion pathway. Bibenzoate polyesters

with even-numbered spacers crystallize more readily [11].

Poly(hexamethylene 4,4 0-bibenzoate) (PHBB) has been well
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characterized [12,13]. Depending on the thermal history, three

crystal forms have been described for PHBB, a, b and g
[14,15]. The present study examines the solid state structure

and oxygen transport properties of copolyesters of 4,4 0-

bibenzoate and isophthalate with the hexamethylene spacer.

A structural model is extracted from the combined results of

thermal behavior, WAXD, dynamic mechanical response, and

morphology by AFM. The structural model is the basis for

understanding the oxygen transport properties of this family of

polyesters.
2. Materials and methods

Poly(hexamethylene 4,4 0-bibenzoate) (PHBB), poly(hexa-

methylene isophthalate) (PHI) and their copolymers with 10,

30, 50 and 75 mol% isophthalate were provided by KoSa

(Spartanburg, SC) in the form of extruded pellets. The

chemical structure of the copolymers is

The copolymers are identified as PHBB-xI where x is the

mole percent isophthalate. Randomization of copolymers was

virtually ensured under the melt-polymerization conditions that

were utilized [5]. The comonomer content is given as the

reaction feed.

After the pellets were dried in vacuo for 24 h at a

temperature in between ambient and 80 8C depending on the

comonomer content, they were compression molded between

Teflon-coated aluminum sheets in a press at 150–280 8C to

obtain films 180–200 mm thick. Quenched films were taken

rapidly from the isotropic melt into ice water. It was not

possible to quench PHBB, PHBB-10I, PHBB-30I and PHBB-

50I to the amorphous state due to the extremely rapid liquid

crystalline and crystalline transitions. It was possible to quench

PHBB-75I and PHI to the amorphous state; however, they

underwent cold crystallization when stored at ambient

temperature due to their low glass transition temperature

(Tg), as evidenced by the clear films turning opaque with time.

The crystallization was complete in about 3 weeks. Quenched

films of copolymers with up to 50% isophthalate were used for

characterization unless otherwise indicated. Films used to

characterize PHBB-75I and PHI were quenched and aged at

ambient conditions for 3 weeks unless otherwise indicated.

Thermal analysis was conducted with a Perkin–Elmer DSC-

7 (Boston, MA) calibrated with indium and tin. Dynamic

mechanical measurements were carried out in a dynamic

mechanical thermal analyzer (DMTA) Mk II unit from

Polymer Laboratories (Amherst, MA) operating in the tensile

mode, using a frequency of 1 Hz and heating rate of 3 8C minK1.

Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns were

obtained at ambient temperature with a Philips diffractometer
(Natick, MA) in the transmission mode using a slit angle of

1/12 8.

A film specimen for atomic force microscopy (AFM) was

vacuum-dried, re-melted under nitrogen, and quenched in air.

The surface was etched with 40 wt% aqueous methylamine

solution at 23 8C. The optimum etching time was 12 h for

PHBB, 1.5 h for PHBB-10I, 35 min for PHBB-30I and PHBB-

50I, and 10 min for PHBB-75I and PHI. The etched specimens

were washed with de-ionized water and methanol. Initially the

specimens were about 35–50 mm in thickness. Etching

removed material from the surface to a depth of about 150–

400 nm. Images of the etched surfaces were obtained in air at

ambient conditions using the Nanoscope IIIa MultiMode head

from Digital Instruments (Santa Barbara, CA) in the tapping

mode. The procedure was described previously [5,9].

Density was measured at 23 8C with a density gradient

column constructed from an aqueous solution of calcium nitrate

in accordance with ASTM-D 1505 Method B. Small pieces of
film (w25 mm2) were placed in the column and allowed to

equilibrate for 30 min before measurements were taken.

Positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) was

performed using a conventional fast–fast coincidence system.

The instrumentation and procedures for data analysis were

described previously [16].

Oxygen flux J(t) at 23 8C, 0% relative humidity and 1 atm

pressure was measured with a MOCON OX-TRAN 2/20

(Minneapolis, MN). The instrument was calibrated with NIST-

certified Mylarw film of known oxygen transport character-

istics. Specimens were carefully conditioned as described

previously in order to obtain the non-steady state oxygen flux

from which the diffusivity D was determined [17]. To obtain

the diffusivity D and to accurately determine the permeability

P, the data were fit to the solution of Fick’s second law with

appropriate boundary conditions

JðtÞZ
Pp

l
1C2

XN
nZ1

ðK1Þnexp K
Dp2n2t

l2

� �" #
(1)

The average thickness l of each specimen was determined as

lZW(Ar)K1, where W is the specimen weight, A is the

specimen area and r is the density. Solubility S was calculated

from the relationship SZPDK1.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Slow cooling

The thermograms in Fig. 1 were obtained by cooling from

285 to 0 8C at a rate of 2 8C minK1, followed by heating at a



Fig. 1. Thermograms of PHBB, PHBB-I copolymers and PHI cooled from the

isotropic melt to the glassy state at 2 8C minK1 and reheated at 10 8C minK1.

The cooling thermograms were normalized to 10 8C minK1 to facilitate

comparison.
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rate of 10 8C minK1. Interpretation of the thermograms of the

homopolymer PHBB readily followed from previous reports

[7,11,12]. A sharp peak in the cooling curve at 231 8C with an

exothermic heat of 29 J gK1 corresponded to the isotropic to

smectic transition (I/S). It was followed by the smectic to

g-crystal transition (S/g) at 183 8C with an exothermic heat

of 36 J gK1. The g-crystal subsequently reorganized into the

a-crystal (g/a) as indicated by a small exotherm at 164 8C.

The a-crystal form of PHBB after slow cooling was confirmed

with WAXD, Fig. 2. Sharp crystalline reflections at 2q values

of 12.1, 15.5, 18.1, 19.7, 23.0, 24.3, 25.7 and 29.08 were
2θ (˚)
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Fig. 2. WAXD scans of PHBB and PHBB-30I films slowly cooled through

isotropic-to-smectic and smectic-to-crystalline transitions.
characteristic of the a-crystal form [14,15]. The weak peak at

5.558 (15.9 Å) corresponded to the distorted smectic layer

spacing. The subsequent heating curve of PHBB showed the

a/g transition as a shoulder at 210 8C on the sharp g/S

endothermic peak at 218 8C. The endothermic S/I transition

followed at 240 8C.

The cooling thermogram of PHBB-10I showed the I/S

transition at 202 8C with exothermic heat of 24 J gK1. Not

surprisingly, the transition temperature and the exothermic heat

were lower than for the homopolymer PHBB. The I/S

transition was followed by a larger exotherm at 188 8C with an

exothermic heat of 30 J gK1. This was interpreted as the S/a
transition with the a/g transition appearing as a small

shoulder on the low temperature side of the peak. The

subsequent heating curve revealed three overlapping peaks

centered at 203, 208 and 212 8C, corresponding to a/g, g/S

and S/I transitions, respectively.

The cooling thermogram of PHBB-30I exhibited a large

peak at 161 8C with a small shoulder at 153 8C. The enthalpy of

35 J gK1 was too large for this to be the I/S transition. Either

PHBB-30I did not form a smectic phase and this peak was the

I/g transition, or, if PHBB-30I did form a smectic phase, this

peak combined the I/S and S/g transitions. The small

shoulder was identified as the g/a transition. The a-crystal

form of PHBB-30I after slow cooling was confirmed with

WAXD, Fig. 2. The heating curve of PHBB-30I revealed a

complex enothermic peak at about 180 8C that could have

encompassed the a/g, g/S and S/I transitions. The

thermograms of PHBB-50I resembled those of PHBB-30I with

lower transition temperatures and lower enthalpies. The

suggested transition assignments were the same as for

PHBB-30I. Cooling and heating thermograms of PHBB-75I

and PHI showed only the glass transition at 8 and 1 8C,

respectively.

In general, increasing isophthalate content caused the

transition peaks to broaden, to shift to lower temperature and

to decrease in enthalpy. In addition, increasing isophthalate

caused the temperature interval between the I/S and S/g
transitions to become smaller until, for PHBB-30I and PHBB-

50I, they merged into a single peak. As a consequence, it was

not possible to determine from the thermograms whether these

copolymers crystallized from the smectic form or from the

isotropic melt. These trends reflected the progressive decrease

in length and concentration of hexamethylene 4,4 0-bibenzoate

sequences. It should also be noted that copolymers with up to

50% isophthalate readily crystallized with the PHBB crystal

forms including the distinct g/a crystal transition.

3.2. Quenching

Quenching a PHBB film from the isotropic melt resulted in

the g-crystal form, Fig. 3, as indicated by broad reflections at

2q of 13.7, 19.7 and 21.28 in the WAXD pattern [14,15]. A

sharp peak at 2qZ4.708 (18.8 Å) corresponded to the spacing

of the smectic layers [18]. The spacing was less than the

calculated length of the fully extended repeat unit of 19.62 Å

[15]. The difference was attributed to the presence of some



Fig. 3. WAXD scans of films quenched from the isotropic melt: (a) PHBB; (b)

PHBB-10I; (c) PHBB-30I; (d) PHBB-50I; (e) PHBB-75I and (f) PHI. PHBB-

75I and PHI were aged at ambient temperature for 3 weeks after quenching.
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gauche or eclipsed conformations of the spacer [19,20]. The

g-crystal form and the smectic layer spacing were the same for

PHBB-10I, although the g-crystal reflections were broader

than in PHBB and the layer reflection at 4.708 was slightly less

intense.

In contrast, the WAXD patterns of quenched PHBB-30I and

PHBB-50I showed poorly defined a-form reflections at 18.1

and 24.38 superimposed on a broad amorphous peak, Fig. 3. A

reflection corresponding to the smectic layer spacing was

missing. The loss of the smectic layer spacing from the

a-crystal form appeared to be a general phenomenon (Fig. 2).

This may be because the a-crystal has the fully extended chain

conformation with a fiber repeat of 19.62 Å and unit cell

density of 1.307 g cmK3, whereas the g-crystal has a less

extended chain with a shorter fiber repeat of 19.39 Å and lower

unit cell density of 1.254 g cmK3 [15]. Thus the chain

configuration in the g-form is closer to the configuration in

the smectic phase with layer spacing of 18.8 Å. It may be

possible for g-crystals to coexist with the smectic phase,

whereas transformation to a-crystals requires larger axial shifts

that disrupt the smectic order.

Quenched PHBB-75I and PHI were amorphous and

rubbery. They slowly underwent conventional cold-crystal-

lization at ambient temperature. Surprisingly, the crystalline

reflections of PHBB-75I resembled those of the PHBB

a-crystal with a shift to lower angles of about 0.28, which

possibly accommodated insertion of comonomer units. A new

crystal form was obtained for PHI with strong peaks at 16.7 and

24.28. The estimated weight fraction crystallinity (fw) based on

the WAXD pattern is listed in Table 1. The value of fw

decreased with comonomer content from 0.29 for quenched

PHBB to 0.13 for quenched PHBB-50I. Slow crystallization of

PHBB-75I and PHI at ambient temperature resulted in

crystallinities of 0.21 and 0.45, respectively. The glass

transition temperature (Tg) and total enthalpy (DHtotal) of the

combined crystal and smectic transitions are also compiled in

Table 1.
The density is included in Table 1. Usually, a density

decrease accompanies the loss in LC character [6]. The

surprisingly high density of PHBB-30I and PHBB-50I was

attributed to the higher unit cell density of the a-crystal form in

PHBB-30I and PHBB-50I compared to the g-crystal form in

quenched PHBB and PHBB-10I.

The DMTA curves of quenched films in Fig. 4 show the

b-relaxation region as storage modulus (E 0), loss modulus (E 00)

and loss tangent (tan d). The glass transition, taken as the tan d

peak temperature [21,22], was about 10 8C higher than the

glass transition temperature in DSC scans, Table 1. The peak

temperature of 59 8C for PHBB was in good agreement with

the literature report [7].

The low relaxation strength of the PHBB and PHBB-10I

tan d peaks was typical of crystalline LCPs [10]. The more

intense tan d response of PHBB-30I consisted of a lower

temperature peak at about 33 8C with a shoulder at about 50 8C.

The complex tan d peak suggested that the non-crystalline

regions of PHBB-30I possessed both amorphous and LC

characteristics. Possibly the lower temperature peak arose from

disordered amorphous chains and the higher temperature

shoulder revealed some persisting LC character in the non-

crystalline phase. The tan d response of PHBB-50I showed a

strong peak at 31 8C. The intensity of 1.2 was comparable to

that of a typical amorphous polymer, which suggested that any

LC character of PHBB-50I in the melt was lost when the

polymer crystallized. The lower tan d peak intensities of

PHBB-75I and PHI were consistent with the relatively high

levels of crystallinity attained during aging at ambient

temperature.

It is characteristic of the non-crystalline LC phase that the

free volume holes are smaller than in a conventional

amorphous phase. This trend was seen for the quenched

PHBB-I copolymers in Fig. 5. The smallest hole sizes were

measured for PHBB and PHBB-10I, which was consistent with

the LC nature of the non-crystalline phase. The hole size of

PHBB-30I was intermediate between amorphous and LC,

which was consistent with the partial LC nature of the non-

crystalline regions inferred from the shape and intensity of the

b-relaxation. The hole size of PHBB-50I was almost as large as

that of PHBB-75I and PHI, which indicated that the non-

crystalline regions were amorphous in agreement with the

intense DMTA b-relaxation.

3.3. Morphology

The morphology of the PHBB-I copolymers was probed

with specimens that were quenched from the isotropic melt to

ambient temperature. A 2 mm AFM phase image of the etched

PHBB surface revealed domains on the 0.5 mm size scale,

Fig. 6(a). The supermolecular texture within the domains

consisted of arrays of lamellae. Such lamellar structures are

typical of smectic and nematic LCPs [5,9,23–26]. The lamellar

thickness of 20 nm was consistent with the lamellar dimension

reported previously for PHBB [27–29]. Domains of PHBB-10I

were smaller, about 0.1–0.5 mm in size, Fig. 6(b). Arrays of

very fine lamellae with thickness of 12 nm made up the
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domains. Although PHBB and PHBB-10I crystallized during

quenching, it appeared that crystallization occurred by

transformation within the LC lamellae, leaving the domain

structure largely undisturbed.

The AFM image of PHBB-30I exhibited densely packed,

short curving lamellae about 11–12 nm thick, Fig. 6(c). Such

densely packed lamellar textures were often seen in smectic

4,4 0-bibenzoate polyesters when rapid cooling from the melt or

the presence of a non-LC comonomer prevented formation of

well-defined domains [5,9,10]. In this case, the non-crystalline

regions retained some smectic character as inferred from the

DMTA and PALS results. Surprisingly, a similar lamellar

texture was observed in PHBB-50I, Fig. 6(d). Considering the

small amount of crystallinity in quenched PHBB-50I,
Fig. 4. DMTA curves showing the b-relaxation region: (a) log E 0; (b) tan d; (c)

log E 00. The E 00 curves are shifted vertically.



Fig. 5. Effect of isophthalate content on the free volume hole size from PALS.
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crystallization from the isotropic melt would not produce this

level of lamellar organization. Rather, it suggested that PHBB-

50I crystallized from a melt with some smectic order.

However, in this case, the non-crystalline regions of the

quenched film were amorphous with no discernable smectic

character.

The AFM images of rubbery PHBB-75I and PHI obtained

immediately after quenching from the melt were virtually

featureless. After slowly crystallizing at ambient temperature,

PHBB-75I showed crystalline lamellae organized into spher-

ulite-like structures, Fig. 6(e). The lamellar thickness was 13–

15 nm. Well-formed and impinging spherulites on the size

scale of 20 mm dominated the morphology of crystallized PHI,

Fig. 6(f).

3.4. Structure model

The structural model for quenched PHBB is typical for a

smectic polyester of bibenzoic acid [5,9]. More or less

extended chains assemble with the mesogenic bibenzoate

groups organized into smectic layers. The spacing of the

smectic layers in this case is 18.8 Å from WAXD, which is less

than the extended chain dimension, estimated at 19.62 Å.

Stacks of smectic layers form the lamellae seen in the AFM

images. The lamellar thickness of 20 nm corresponds to a stack

with 11 smectic layers. Assemblies of lamellae constitute

domains on the micron size scale.

Combined results from DSC, WAXD, DMTA and AFM

indicate the 10 mol% isophthalate is accommodated without

major disruption of the smectic and crystalline characteristics

of PHBB. Copolymerization reduces the amount of LC

character as indicated by thermal analysis, but does not affect

the LC layer spacing in the WAXD pattern, which suggests that

the isophthalate groups are excluded from the smectic layers.

The resulting interruption of the smectic layer stacking leads to

a reduction in lamellar thickness from 20 nm for PHBB to

12 nm for PHBB-10I. This corresponds to a reduction in the

number of stacked layers from 11 to 6.

Both PHBB and PHBB-10I retain the lamellar and domain

textures of the LC precursor upon crystallization [30–33]. Due

to the extended chain conformation in the smectic state,
crystallization may not require large axial shifts that would

disrupt the smectic order, but rather only lateral translations

and rotations about the chain axis. This is seen with the

g-crystal form of quenched PHBB and PHBB-10I, in which the

chain is not fully extended. However, slow crystallization into

the fully extended a-form requires larger rearrangements

within the smectic lamellae. This disturbs the smectic order, as

indicated by the weak or absent layer reflection in the WAXD

pattern. However, even though the regular smectic stacking

may be disrupted, AFM images reveal that the larger scale

lamellar and domain textures of the LC precursor are

preserved.

As the isophthalate content increases, more material is

rejected from the smectic layers. First the interlamellar registry

that gives rise to domains is lost, leaving a random array of

short lamellae [5,9]. Quenched PHBB-30I and PHBB-50I fit

this description, which suggests that these polymers crystallize

from a melt with some LC character. Indeed, the smectic

organization may facilitate crystallization. The double tan d

peak and intermediate free volume hole size of PHBB-30I

suggest that some LC character persists in the non-crystalline

regions. In contrast, the single strong tan d peak and large hole

size of PHBB-50I indicate that the non-crystalline regions of

this copolymer are amorphous and do not retain any LC

character.

With 75% isophthalate, runs of hexamethylene 4,4 0-

bibenzoate are not long enough or numerous enough to

assemble as smectic layers, and PHBB-75I does not exhibit any

LC character in DSC scans even when slowly cooled.

Nevertheless, even PHBB-75I crystallizes from the glass in

the PHBB a-form. Only quenched PHI takes a different crystal

form. Both PHBB-75I and PHI crystallize in a manner that is

typical of non-LC polymers as lamellar spherulites.

The persistence of LC character in copolymers with large

amounts of the kinked isophthalate comonomer demonstrates

the strong ordering tendency of bibenzoate, particularly with

the 6-carbon hexamethylene spacer. Similarly, a large amount

of 2,6-naphthalate, more than 60 mol%, was required to

completely disrupt the smectic order of poly(hexamethylene

4,4 0-bibenzoate-co-2,6-naphthalate) [34]. In contrast, only

30 mol% isophthalate destroyed the smectic character of

poly(diethylene glycol 4,4 0-bibenzoate-co-isophthalate) with

a 5-atom spacer [5].

3.5. Oxygen transport properties

Typical experimental curves in Fig. 7 describe the oxygen

flux J(t) through PHBB, PHBB-I copolymers, and PHI at

23 8C. To facilitate comparisons among specimens that varied

somewhat in thickness, the flux for a film of thickness 200 mm

was calculated from Eq. (1) using values of P and D obtained

from the measured flux and the original film thickness. The

initial increase in oxygen flux reflected non-steady-state

diffusion. This part of the curve was controlled mainly by the

diffusivity D. As the permeant concentration in the specimen

reached a constant distribution, the flux reached the steady-

state value J0. This value, normalized to the film thickness l and



Fig. 6. AFM phase images of etched films. PHBB-75I and PHI were aged for 3 weeks after quenching.
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the permeant gas pressure p, defined the permeability PZ
J0lp

K1. Comparison of flux curves indicated that incorporation

of isophthalate up to 75 mol% sharpened the non-steady-state

region (faster diffusion) and increased the steady-state flux

(higher permeability). The lower steady-state flux of PHI

compared to PHBB-75I reflected the higher crystallinity of

PHI. The fit to the solution of Fick’s second law (Eq. (1)) is

included with the experimental points in Fig. 7. The two fitting
parameters, P/l and D/l2, were used to obtain diffusivity D and

to accurately determine the permeability P. Solubility S was

calculated from the relationship SZPDK1.

The oxygen barrier properties at 23 8C are plotted in Fig. 8.

The results are compiled in Table 1. Oxygen permeability of

PHBB was 0.0906 cm3 (STP) cm mK2 dayK1 atmK1, more than

four times lower than that of glassy poly(ethylene terephthalate)

(PET), 0.450 cm3 (STP) cm mK2 dayK1 atmK1 [5]. This was due



Fig. 8. Effect of isophthalate content on oxygen transport paramete

Fig. 7. Experimental J(t) data obtained at 23 8C and the fit to Eq. (1).
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to lower solubility, which is consistent with literature reports that

very low gas solubility largely accounts for the exceptionally low

gas permeability of LCPs compared to non-LC polymers [1–5].

Incorporation of isophthalate reduced LC order, and P

increased steadily from 0.0906 for PHBB to 0.351 cm3 (STP)

cm mK2 dayK1 atmK1 for PHBB-50I. Higher permeability was

due to increases in both D and S. The large increase in D of

PHBB-75I was due to the glass-to-rubber transition.

3.6. Oxygen sorption

The effect of the glass transition on oxygen solubility is

shown in Fig. 9 by plotting S as a function the test temperature

relative to the glass transition temperature (Tg–Ttest). Data from

the literature for numerous amorphous aromatic polyesters are

included so that the plot covers a large range in (Tg–Ttest) and

encompasses Tg [35]. In the glassy state, as reflected by the

right branch of the plot, oxygen sorption at low pressure is the
rs at 23 8C (a) permeability; (b) diffusivity; and (c) solubility.



Fig. 9. Relationship between S and the difference (Tg–Ttest). Solid symbols are

taken from Ref. [35].
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process of filling holes of excess free volume [36,44]. The

amount of excess-hole free volume decreases as the tempera-

ture approaches Tg. This appears in Fig. 9 as a linear

relationship between S and (Tg–Ttest) that extrapolates to

zero solubility at TtestZTg where the excess free volume is

expected to disappear [37]. The slope gives the density of

sorbed oxygen in the free volume holes [44]. Further from Tg,

the decreasing slope indicates that the free volume approaches

a constant value above the second-order transition at TgK60 8C

[44]. As Ttest approaches Tg, the contribution of Henry’s law

sorption is responsible for deviation from the linear relation-

ship. The oxygen solubility gradually increases as the

temperature passes through Tg, which is reflected by the left

branch in Fig. 9.

It is possible to extract the oxygen solubility in the non-

crystalline regions from the measured values by considering

the effect of crystallinity. Results for other bibenzoate

polyesters support the simple two phase solubility model that

considers an impermeable crystalline phase dispersed in a

permeable amorphous or LC matrix [9,10]

SZ Smð1KfcÞ (2)

where Sm is the oxygen solubility of the non-crystalline LC or

amorphous phase and fc is the volume fraction of crystallinity.

Taking the crystallinity as estimated from WAXD, Sm was

calculated from Eq. (2) and the results are included in Fig. 9

using Tg measured from DSC.

The solubility of oxygen in the non-crystalline regions of

PHBB-50I, PHBB-75I and PHI conformed to the relationship

between S and (Tg–Ttest) established for amorphous glassy and

rubbery polyesters, Fig. 9. This was consistent with the

interpretation that the non-crystalline phase did not possess LC

character even though PHBB-50I might have crystallized from

the partially LC melt. On the other hand, Sm for PHBB and

PHBB-10I was lower than expected based on amorphous

polyesters. The low solubility of the non-crystalline LC phase

was ascribed to smaller free volume hole size and possibly
lower free volume hole density compared to an amorphous

glass [5]. Again, PHBB-30I was intermediate between

amorphous and LC behavior with solubility slightly lower

than the established line.
3.7. Oxygen diffusivity

Oxygen diffusion in a glassy polymer is viewed as jumping

from one free volume hole to another. The somewhat lower

diffusivity of LC glasses compared to non-LC glasses reflects

the combined effects of longer jump length and lower jump

frequency [6]. A discussion of diffusivity measured at 23 8C is

complicated by the glass-to-rubber transition, which occurs

between PHBB-50I and PHBB-75I. A major change in the

mechanism of gas transport occurs at Tg and concepts of

diffusivity developed for the glassy state do not necessarily

apply in the rubbery state. In addition, impermeable crystals

impose a geometric impedance to the transport path that

decreases D of PHBB, PHI and some of the copolymers.

Because of the number of factors that affect D, only a

qualitative structural interpretation is attempted.

The simple two-phase description of oxygen solubility is

taken as the basis for examining the effect of crystallinity on D.

The structural image of a crystallized LCP is one of small

crystallites embedded in liquid crystalline lamellae [9].

Because of their low aspect ratio, the crystallites have a

relatively small effect of D, especially when compared with the

effect of the more conventional spherulitic morphology of non-

LC crystalline polymers. Thus, crystallinity should have a

relatively small effect on D of PHBB, but should have a larger

effect on D of crystallized PHI.

Neglecting the effect of crystallinity, the amount of free

volume is often related to D according to [38,39]

Dfexp K
B

FFV

� �� �
(3)

where FVV is the fractional free volume and the constant B

characterizes the size of the opening between polymer chains

required for the penetrant molecule to pass. Although first

developed for rubbery polymers, Eq. (3) was subsequently

applied to glassy polymers as well [40,41]. Considerable

scatter is encountered if Eq. (3) is tested against a large

database encompassing various polymers and diffusants [42].

However, by limiting the analysis to a single system, a good

correlation can be obtained [43]. It is noteworthy that an

increase in free volume hole size parallels the trend in

increasing D that accompanies the gradual loss of LC character

(compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 8(b)). Lower FFV of the LC glass

compared to the non-LC glass arises from smaller free volume

hole size and lower free volume hole density [6].

In a glassy polymer, D also depends on the frequency with

which the gas molecule jumps from one free volume hole to the

next. Jump frequency depends on conformational changes and

segmental motions of the polymer chain. In a glassy polyester,

these thermal rearrangements manifest themselves as sub-Tg

relaxation processes. A correlation between diffusivity and the



Fig. 10. DMTA tan d curves showing the sub-ambient g-relaxation region.

The curves are shifted vertically.
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g-relaxation, particularly the relaxation component associated

with gauche conformations of the glycol, exists for various

aromatic polyesters [10,44–46].

The sub-ambient g-relaxation in the K70 to K120 8C range

is characteristic of aromatic polyesters with flexible spacers,

Fig. 10. The complexity of the g-relaxation leads to

identification of a higher temperature component (g1 at about

K80 8C) with trans conformations of the spacer and a lower

temperature component (g2 at about K130 8C) with gauche

conformations of the spacer [47] The tan d curve of PHBB

shows primarily the g1 component, which is consistent with the

extended conformation of the LC chains, Fig. 10. With

increasing isophthalate content, the g2 component increases

in intensity relative to the g1 component until it becomes the

strongest component in the relaxation spectra of PHBB-30I and

PHBB-50I. This is consistent with an increase in gauche

conformations as the non-crystalline chains lose the extended

LC conformation. The increase in g2 intensity parallels the

increase in D. The same qualitative relationship between D and

g2 intensity has been reported for other polyesters based on

bibenzoate [10].
4. Conclusions

It is axiomatic that copolymerization disrupts long range LC

order. However, in some cases a surprisingly large faction of a

non-LC comonomer can be incorporated before the LC order is

completely destroyed. This appears to be particularly the case

with copolyesters based on 4,4 0-bibenzoate. In the present

study, copolymers with the hexamethylene spacer and up to

50 mol% isophthalate give evidence of LC character in the

precursor melt. Further evidence for the accommodating nature

of ordered bibenzoate structures is provided by crystallization

of a copolymer with 75 mol% isophthalate in the PHBB

a-crystal form with only small perturbations of the unit cell.

Polymers with LC character are known to have low gas

permeability. Copolymers in which the amount of LC character

can be systematically changed are particularly attractive for

examining the role of LC character in achieving low gas
permeability. It is confirmed here that both S and D for oxygen

are affected. Mechanistically, oxygen sorption in the glass is

viewed as the filling of excess free volume holes. Smaller free

volume hole size of the smectic glass compared to the

amorphous glass, and possibly lower free volume hole density,

give rise to lower oxygen solubility. Diffusivity derives from

jumps of the gas molecule between free volume holes, and

depends on the amount of free volume and on the segmental

motions that manifest themselves as sub-Tg relaxations,

particularly the relaxation component associated with gauche

conformations of the glycol. Results from this study provide

further evidence that the extended LC chain conformation

reduces the fraction of glycol units in gauche conformations

and thereby reduces oxygen diffusivity.
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